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David Donnerstein

Dichter und Denker, poets and philosophers of the West,

Given my futuristic idealism, however, I will picture you wearing a straight jacket the common outfit of the science-fiction-induced schizophrenic in my vastly improved
version of Plato’s utopian Republic called Lichterreich: the realm of lights (see appendix).

Rage! Fury! Wrath! Blood-thirst! Urge to blow up! Will to Berserkergang!
Words like these are too little to represent the emotions I have to repress, as I am gritting my
teeth and swallowing the flames I want to spew in order to instead manifest this final peaceoﬀering on paper, before I oﬃcially declare World War III!
You see, if it was not for my excessively developed sense of right and wrong, I would
immediately turn to set the entire world of mind on fire!
And yet, unlike you, I am a lover of Sophia and a lover of Logos, so let me start by pointing
out the obvious:
you have collectively betrayed your moral responsibility!
If you were tried for treason against the entire human species in front of a supreme court of
mind, your punishment would be capital!
For evidence corroborating this accusation, just open your God-damn eyes:
the Western mind is broken - we are at the darkest point in human history!
Now, I am forced to assume that you are blind, given your silence on the subject, even
though I might as well deduce that you do have noticed what is going on and either
a) lack the brains to draw the right conclusions
or
b) lack the balls to speak the hell up.
Perhaps, for the sake of symmetry in this probability distribution, I ought to attribute an equal
likelihood to each one of these options and consider you blind, brain-damaged and
castrated.
Not entirely, of course, but 33.33% each.
Then again, I have a hard time picturing two thirds of a scrotum, so in order to make the
image look more realistic, I will from here on think of you as one-eyed and single-balled and
therefore suﬀering less than 33.33% brain-damage - whatever that means, visually speaking.
A slight dent in your forehead to symbolize a serious physical impact of a flying object or a
baseball bat, maybe.
Or simply a scar showing that your skull was cut open to remove a tumor.
Something like that.
Then again, I know that many philosophers of the West suﬀer from a medical condition
called Cartesian brain-split - a physiological distortion of cerebral harmony arising from the
catastrophic damage the mind-body dualism has done to the Western mind.
Thinkers falling into this category, I am logically forced to picture with two balls to
compensate for the severity of their mental disease.
Lastly, should you, on top of a Cartesian brain-split, belong to those tragic creatures who
believe to literally live inside of a computer simulation, I will feel profound compassion for
you and grant you both an intact scrotum and two eyes, though utterly useless given your sad lack of brains.
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With that being said, we have arrived at the motive for this ultimatum.
Poets and philosophers, what you have either failed to register, to interpret or to act upon,
is only the most significant event in Western history:
the declaration of the Final Solution to the Human Question “man and machine must merge!” - by the Mechanic.
As stated above, the genealogy of the mental disturbance leading to such transhumanistic
fanaticism is perfectly clear and an antidote has been found with the Geistformel c2=p/m,
presented to you by my brother Walter Theodor Feuergeist on July 23rd, 2020.
Your failure to recognize the four fundamental elements of reality, derive the appropriate
logical conclusions and convey their meaning to the top of the food chain is astonishing,
to say the least.
More surprising is only the fact that a 150 year old prophecy has hereby been fulfilled and
still, to this day, gone unnoticed.
At last, my compatriot Friedrich Nietzsche foresaw that just as imaginative impotence in
Ancient Greece led to the invention of a new poetic device, so would the inability of modern
philosophers to logically posit God trigger the emergence of the very same poetic fraud as
collectively hailed God-image:
namely, the deus ex machina.
Naturally, given that poets are engaged in the poetic construction of mind, I have to picture
those responsible for the new God-image as missing both balls given their imaginative sterility in their representational mimesis of the machine worldview.
As for the philosophers who have contributed to a mechanistic enframing of the Western
mind by means of blind propagation of its underlying logic, I think of you as Oedipus-figures
who have blinded themselves - not after making love to the queen of philosophy, Sophia, but
upon violently group-raping Her for decades and centuries.
The one who was murdered in between was, of course, the One.
Luckily, my brother has already provided an absolutely logical God-image as antidote to the
deus ex machina cognitively compensating for collective impotence.
Finally, now that everyone is up-to-date with regards to the state of the Western mind its philosophical diagnosis and the antidotes to its ailments - it will be in your interest to pay
due attention to the attached final peace oﬀering.
In case of non-acceptance, I will declare the third and final world war on August 23rd of this
year to mark the first anniversary of Exodus, my most generous, initial peace-oﬀering,
preceding Blitzkrieg on the epic date of November 9th last year.
Sincerely,
David Donnerstein aka Platonic Führer
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The Shared Reality Agreement

1. Geistesgeschichte / History of Mind

Poets and philosophers of the West,

17th Century: Primacy of ego (c)

I am oﬀering you nothing less than a shared reality agreement.

Descartes’ cogito ergo sum encodes the realization that human perspective is beyond
absolute doubt.
Therefore, all knowledge is necessarily a function of human perspective, which includes the
knowledge of there being something, rather than nothing which is - again! - due to there being someone, rather than no one.
Of course, there are dangers to this realization (the Nietzschean dogma of truth = motivation
certainly comes to mind), but also a profound relief for humanism:
homo sapiens’ existential primacy is epistemologically grounded!
Indeed, those who claim that humanism is a product of religious fiction are simply confused,
which is the politically correct term for mentally retarded (in the old French sense of the
word, meaning “behind”) and ought to be banned from speaking in public until they have
understood the lesson of the 17th century and updated their map.

For, in order to fully cooperate, we have to live in the same world, speak the same language
and agree upon the same objective of such cooperation.
Put diﬀerently, we have to share the same map of the territory and be able to communicate
our diﬀerent locations, which yield diﬀering perspectives and therefore create perspectival
friction, to each other, in order to resolve our misaligned directions and move towards the
same shared goal.
Maps are constructed over time, however.
Hence, we need to share the same backwards-looking horizon or else our diﬀering maps are
not merely the consequence of dissimilar experiences of the territory, but products of
diﬀerent symbolic records and therefore functions of diﬀerent pasts.
In other words, we will not only live in diﬀerent places, mentally, but in diﬀerent mental times.

18th Century: Primacy & limits of pattern (p)

Lastly, even if we were to share the same map based on the same past and fully able to
relate to each other’s positions, we would still need to agree upon the same overarching aim
of joint motion.
In economic terms, we could say that we need to share the same utility function - at least
with regards to the singular objective which full cooperation should optimally work towards.
To fall back on Platonic vocabulary, even in case of a utopian mental alignment on what
constitutes the map of the territory, we would still need to discern our Idea of the Good.
Lastly, to put it poetically, in the language of all of our joint ancestors, we would need a
symbolic representation of the highest organizing principle - the singular peak of a pyramid commonly referred to as: God-image.

Kant’s Copernican Revolution brought about by the Critique of pure Reason cements an
immaterialistic logic of reality: a VR-worldview.
Pattern-detecting intelligence is limited to sensory data, for which the limits of the world,
become the limits of the senses. So, there is no external world and matter = feelings.
Intuitively, this means the following:
we cannot transfer the patterns the mind projects onto the territory, which is beyond
representation, beyond the mind, i.e. a brain-based worldview into a pre-brain world.
Darwinism is therefore denied a priori, epistemologically.

In the following four sections, a simple version of our shared Geistesgeschichte (“History of
Mind”) is laid out from which the highest-level map of reality has emerged in form of the
Geistformel (“God-formula”) which is representative of absolute logic.
From this formula, a Geisteshierarchie (“Hierarchy of Mind”) is derived yielding the singular,
symbolic God-image.

A most astonishing lesson is learned: body=mind, curing the Cartesian brain-split for some.
Since most of mind is embodied and only that which can be re-presented can be called
knowledge, knowledge becomes a function of physical strength to push against matter:
the ability to withstand the physiological pain arising from self-deconstruction - as opposed
to a function of the volume of data ingested - “books read” - and posterior pattern detection.

These propositions are non-negotiable - for grounded in the absolute - and need to be fully
accepted by all poets and philosopher interested in the long-term prosperity of Geist
(“mind”).
Those who are not will be considered humanity’s archenemies and treated accordingly.

19th Century: Primacy & limits of matter (m)

20th Century: Primacy & limits of language (c)
The so-called linguistic turn in philosophy yields the astonishing illumination that in the
beginning of all the known, there was indeed the word.
This was implicit in cogito ergo sum, already: language + ego = beyond absolute doubt.
21st Century: The Four Elements & Geistformel c2=p/m
With the benefit of hindsight, God’s Joker presents absolute logic to the world in 2020.
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2. Geistformel / God-formula

3. Geisteshierarchie / Hierarchy of Mind

2-D representation of Geist:

Not much needs to be said about the implications of the hierarchy of mind,
at this point, given that most of them are self-evident.

logos sublates mutually contained antagonism of p vs. m;
locus experiences such conflict and identifies with either imbalance (p/m or m/p);
2-D logic = quadratic/circular
-> c2 = p/m

I.e. the primacy of mathematics in contemporary Western thought (science), is
overthrown by the Logos which reestablishes the Pythagorean balance of
mathematics and music as well as that of logic and myth.
Therefore, mythological codes must be read with utmost care as they may
potentially contain a logical code, which has not yet been deciphered.

logos (c1)

Geist (c2)

pattern > matter

At any rate, the main point of a hierarchy of mind is the singular organizing
principle on which a civilization seeking a collective elevation of consciousness
ought to focus.
pattern < matter

As we will see, this abstract monistic focal point must be represented
symbolically, in personified form, for it to be psychologically relatable.
That is the idea of the God-image, anyways.

locus (c2)

c2

3-D representation of Geist:

m

p
c1

depth reveals octahedronic logic as maximal compression of the spherical mind

m/p

p/m

c2

Conclusion:
Since this is the highest-level representation of the human mind possible,
this is the meta-map humanity ought to use to facilitate cooperation.
Ultimatum - Foreword to the Final World War
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4. Geistesblitz & Geistbombe: the universal God-image

Appendix:

As previously mentioned, the new God-image was already induced - not dogmatically
defined or derived, but induced - on October 8th, 2020 by my brother.

The lack of page numbers may motivate the odd reader to study the entire Birth of Tragedy.

This image is now implicit in the hierarchy of mind, for what sublates and thus contains the
antagonism of pattern and matter is symbolically-speaking the child.
As is self-evident, it makes perfect sense for a forward-looking civilization to consider its
future - the children of tomorrow - its highest good and organizing principle.
Again, this is so perfectly obvious, that one does not need to fall back on absolute logic to
make that case.
Regardless, accepting the pre-natal child - infinitely limited infinity which simultaneously
aﬃrms and negates identity - as new God-image will be hard to stomach for a civilization
founded on a Judeo-Christian God-image, which has embedded a seriously troubling
paternal complex on all levels of mind.
And yet, this need not be the case.
Today, on May 8th, 2021, Walter Theodor Feuergeist (aka God’s Joker) has dropped a
Geistbombe (‘mind-bomb’) on the global intellect to blow up the collectively imagined
primacy of cosmology as opposed to the poetic creation myth.
In the process, he has demonstrated on the grounds of absolute logic, that the biblical Myth
of the Fall already contained a superior God-image than that of the father, as well as his later,
male incarnation, given that the Fall is itself a symbolic representation of absolute logic.
In other words, speaking with the benefit of hindsight 2021, it was a matter of mere elevation
of consciousness, for the ideal representation of God as child, and not father or manly hero,
to be abstracted out of the biblical code: in other words, a question of hermeneutic potency,
itself a feature of vision.
Therefore, the evolution of consciousness out of the biblical source code has been
completed and we have moved from God the Father (p), to God the good Man (c1) to God
the divine Child (c2).
Brothers and sisters, this may not be the end of history - but, it is the end of theology!
And this is great news for any true philosopher, of course, for a now well-established
spiritual network - Christianity - can be maintained and upgraded to a matriarchal institution
representing and protecting eternal truth - “you are infinite!” - and as you will see in the first
blueprint of the Lichterreich, such will be necessary to establish a dialectic between a
patriarchy (the state) representative of the Patrix (p) and the Matrix (m) aka anima mundi.
Not that this needs to be said, but all of the above is in any child’s and parent’s best interest,
so let us just put the debate to rest and move on into a brighter tomorrow:
the Lichterreich is near!
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Nietzsche’s prophecy in Fragments

Therefore Euripides set up the prologue even before the exposition and put it in the mouth of
a person whom people could trust — often a divinity had to more or less guarantee the
outcome of the tragedy for the public and take away all doubts about the reality of the myth,
in a manner similar to the way in which Descartes was able to establish the reality of the
empirical world only through an appeal to the truthfulness of God and his inability to lie. At the
end of his drama, Euripides once again made use of this same divine truthfulness in order to
confirm his hero’s future for the public. This is the function of the notorious deus ex machina.
…
[deus ex machina (lit. “god out of a machine), a term describing the resolution of a complex
action by an extremely implausible event (e.g., by having a god come down from on high to
sort out all the problems on the spot and to indicate what will happen in future to the main
characters).]
…
In the old tragedy, the metaphysical consolation was there to feel at the conclusion.
Without that, the delight in tragedy generally cannot be explained. The sound of reconciliation
from another world echoes most purely perhaps in Oedipus at Colonus. Now, once the genius
of music flew away from tragedy, tragedy is, in the strict sense of the term, dead: for out of
what are people now supposed to be able to create that metaphysical consolation?
Consequently, people looked for an earthly solution to tragic dissonance. After the hero was
sufficiently tortured by fate, he received a well-earned reward in an impressive marriage, in
divine tributes. The hero became a gladiator, to whom people occasionally gave his freedom,
after he had been well beaten and was covered with wounds. The deus ex machina moved in
to take the place of metaphysical consolation.
…
The noblest form of that other form of “Greek serenity,” the Alexandrian, is the cheerfulness of
the theoretical man. It manifests the same characteristic features I have just derived out of
the spirit of the un- Dionysian — it fights against Dionysian wisdom and art; it strives to
dissolve myth; in place of a metaphysical consolation, it sets an earthy consonance, indeed, a
deus ex machina of its own, namely, the god of machines and crucibles, that is, the forces of
nature spirits, recognized and used in the service of a higher egoism; it believes in correcting
the world through knowledge, in a life guided by science, and thus is really in a position to
confine the individual man in the narrowest circle of soluble problems, inside which he can
cheerfully say to life: “I want you. You are worth knowing.”
…
And now we should not conceal from ourselves what lies hidden in the womb of this Socratic
culture! An optimism that thinks itself all powerful! Well, people should not be surprised when
the fruits of this optimism ripen, when a society that has been thoroughly leavened with this
kind of culture, right down to the lowest levels, gradually trembles with an extravagant turmoil
of desires, when the belief in earthly happiness for everyone, when faith in the possibility of
such a universal knowledge culture gradually changes into the threatening demand for such
an Alexandrian earthly happiness, into the plea for a Euripidean deus ex machina!
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